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				European Newspaper Publishers Congress – Breaking News

			

						
				The European Newspaper Publishing Congress is the former name of the present-day European Publishing Congress. It was first organized in Aachen, Germany, and more specifically in the Coronation Hall of the Aachen City Hall. Ever since then, it has been held 16 times in Vienna. The event was planned for April 2020 in Austria’s capital. Unfortunately, the Corona pandemic has forced the organizers to think of an alternative option.
They have made the decision to stage the event online in June 2021. Attendants are promised to have an unforgettable experience. Anyone has the opportunity to get tickets online and save their virtual seat for June 15. Myriads of media managers, designers, editors, strategists, and writers from Europe’s media houses will gather together to debate the future of the media industry. Various topics related to content, design, and strategy will be discussed.
We can all agree that the global pandemic has affected many aspects of life, including the media. That’s the reason why experts will focus thoroughly on analyzing the topics that have met substantial success during the Corona year. Also, they’ll point out the subjects that can be left out in the near future. Another thing specialists will highlight is the effect the virus has had on the overall publishing industry. Designers, editors, and managers with considerable experience will discourse the home-office work effectiveness. 
The overall number of speakers that will deliver speeches at the European Publishing Congress is 11. Every individual is a proficient specialist with many years of experience behind. You’ll find yourself in the company of skilled chief editors, CEOs, art directors, and newspaper designers. In the next paragraphs, we’ll deliver some data about the European Publishing Congress’s participants and the companies they work for.
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Maria Hedengren

Maria Hedengren is the CEO of Readly since 2019. She lives in Enebyberg, Stockholm, and has many years of experience behind her. Readly is a Swedish digital newspaper and magazine subscription service that was founded in 2012. The virtual newspaper is used by thousands of individuals and provides articles on various themes. You can find pieces about fashion, health, politics, technology, science, photography, gaming, parenting, and so many more. 
Maria focuses on providing information about the future of digital media. She is a strong believer that nowadays, a myriad of individuals prefer paying for online subscriptions rather than buying real newspapers. She will emphasize Readly’s features and best advantages and will speak about its future development. Additionally, Hedengren will highlight the topics that seem to be of greatest interest to readers and the themes that are quite unpopular and most likely will be left behind soon.

Christian Ryan

Christian Ryan is a payments expert with years of experience behind his back. Early in his career, he worked for a well-known national payments company that is now one of the most respected names in the industry. With time, he further developed his skills and managed to become a true expert in the field of online payments.

He is knowledgeable about every single service accessible to people from Europe, Asia, and every other place in the world. Currently, he is responsible for reviewing and evaluating all the payment methods that people can avail of. He gets his information from various reliable sources  and does his own research almost every time.

Christian Ryan is basically familiar with everything – from the various Online Casinos for German Players to the latest changes related to the different digital wallets. He firmly believes that a person can never know everything, and that is why he strives to improve his skills every single day.

Lina Brinkschulte

Lina Brinkschulte is a specialist at the Corporate Communications department of Deutsche Telekom. That is a German telecommunications company formed in 1995 and is the largest telecommunications provider in Europe. Lina promises to impart information on the benefits of listening to podcasts. She puts confidence in the importance of communication and how it can be fundamental in every aspect of a person’s life.

Lina’s company strives to deliver information to its clients in the most suitable and planet-friendly way. It’s entirely oriented towards reducing energy consumption and conserving valuable resources. What’s more, Deutsche Telekom wishes to educate people from all age groups, including children and teenagers. The Podcast Hub of the company grants subscribers access to educational, informative, and highly engaging interviews. Not only this, but the collection also features talks about the latest technology trends and helpful audio presentations about business and personal development.

Tilman Aretz

Tilman Aretz is a CEO at Nachrichtenmanufaktur GmbH. He is also an author, an editor, and a proofreader. Tilman is deeply convinced that the media industry has and will further change in the future due to the Corona Virus. He says that journalists have had to shift their writings in an extremely low period of time. The result, however, has been magnificent. 

Ntv.de, which is one of the most prominent news websites in Germany, has received grandiose traffic since the beginning of the pandemic. Aretz believes that authors, managers, and editors’ jobs will take more unexpected turns in the upcoming months or even years. Nevertheless, he also assumes that the whole media industry is about to develop rapidly.
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Sónia Matos

Sónia Matos is an art director at Público, which is the European National Newspaper of 2020. The newspaper was first published in 1990, and today it’s one of the most notable tabloids in the country. It has an online edition, which was developed in 1995. In the beginning, it was free, featuring almost all articles published in the newspaper. Its version changed in 2005, and the online tabloid became a paid subscription service. 

At present time, the HTML version of the newspaper is free. However, people who pay for the service have access to previous editions of the tabloid. The paper edition of Público is absolutely phenomenal, looking almost like a magazine. It has double pages, and it comes in a convenient format that’s easy to carry around. The tabloid highlights important topics from our everyday lives and relies on simple design. The number of sold copies during the pandemic goes over 31,500.

Sónia will provide details on the strategies that have been most advantageous during those challenging months and will highlight those that are still applied today by the professionals working on the newspaper. Público online has also gained massive traffic and popularity in the last couple of months. Its team consists of 114 journalists in total, 14 digital and print designers, four graphic designers, and eight photographers. Visitors of the European Publishing Congress will hear Sónia’s advice and personal experience.

Pieter Klok

De Volkskrant is a Dutch daily morning newspaper that delivers information on crucial and various topics from all over the world. It was founded in 1919, and at present time, its editor-in-chief is Pieter Klok. Like many other newspapers, de Volkskrant also has an online version that’s completely free of charge for users. There, anyone can find countless articles written in a professional manner that deliver essential data on various subjects.

For customers’ convenience, the website developer has created separate sections dedicated to the different pieces’ themes. De Volkskrant’s approach is quite different than that of the majority of media services. Information about daily and prominent events can be found both in the paper and online edition. Nevertheless, the newspaper’s purpose is to deliver data by allowing different individuals to tell their stories and not just publishing what one has witnessed. The tabloid’s team has 65 journalists, 12 designers, and four photographers.

Michael Tillmann and Hans Peter Janisch

Michael and Hans both work at Fuldaer Zeitung. Tillman is the editor-in-chief, and Janisch is the newspaper’s designer. Both of them are incredibly skilled in their fields of expertise. Hans has numerous projects around the world and has won several rewards for his achievements. Both specialists strive to involve readers in the constant growth of the newspaper.
Fuldaer Zeitung is the most prominent German daily newspaper that also has an e-version accessible to millions of individuals. 

The content is regularly updated, and visitors have the opportunity to keep themselves fully informed about the things happening in the world. Both paper and electronic versions of the tabloid hinge on strong visual journalism. Fuldaer Zeitung dares not to be like most daily newspapers in the country. Quite the opposite, actually; it has established a divergent structure that resembles a magazine, rather than a daily newspaper.
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Norbert Küpper

Norbert Küpper is a newspaper designer from Germany who has worked with various companies over the years. In the European Publishing Congress, he will point out the advantages of e-papers and paper tabloids. Even though many experts believe that the Covid-19 pandemic has given a massive boost to the development of online newspapers, paper editions have also progressed remarkably.  

Küpper’s country of residence wants to make newspapers as popular and cherished as they were before the pandemic. And, surprisingly, publishers seem to achieve great success in their endeavour. Prominent companies hire art directors to present content ideally not only online but in print, as well. As a result, the newly released papers look modern and deliver all information a reader may need. Additionally, online newsletters deliver various podcasts and animated infographics to their users to make their experience much more fascinating.

Norbert Küpper is undeniably an expert designer. That’s the reason why he has delivered data on the latest trends of the 21st and 22nd European Newspaper Awards. His experience lies mainly in German newspapers. Nevertheless, he has also worked with clients from Poland, Czech Republic, the United Arab Emirates, and more.

Marie-Luise Schebesta and Michaela Seide

Marie-Luise Schebesta and Michaela Seide both take prominent positions in one of the most notable German media groups, namely Hubert Burda Media. It was found in 1903, and at the beginning, it was a small printing business based in Philippsburg. A couple of decades later, the company became a major corporation that developed into a media group. At present times, Michaela Seide is one of the editors at the company, and Marie-Luise is the editor-in-chief of Einfach los. 

Einfach los is a magazine that’s being published twice a year. It provides readers with captivating information about travelling, camping, and outdoors in general. It contains innovative ideas that will be of interest to all travel and nature lovers. Both specialists believe that this magazine is perfectly suitable for the times we currently live in. Probably, that’s one of the reasons why the print run goes over 70,000.

Tobias Liljeroth

Tobias Liljeroth is the editor-in-chief in one of the oldest magazines entirely devoted to skiing – the well-known and loved by many winter sports disciplines. Tobias himself is quite enthusiastic about going in the mountains and levelling up his adrenaline levels by descending the slopes. He is also an experienced freelance writer. Liljeroth likes coming up with new ideas and tries his best to make Åka Skidor a more successful magazine every single day.

He is very picky with the content, photos, themes, and covers. In the European Publishing Congress, he will share all the work that’s being carried out before the publication of each issue. Åka Skidor is a popular Swedish magazine any customer can subscribe for. All articles are incredibly engaging and quite amusing to all fans of skiing. Not only will you be imparted with essential information, but you’ll also enjoy some spectacular shots taken by professional photographers.

Alec Russel, Alan Smith, Kevin Wilson

Alec Russel, Alan Smith, and Kevin Wilson are British journalists working at the weekend edition of Financial Times called FT Weekend. Alec is the editor-in-chief, Alan is the Head of Visual and Data Journalism, and Kevin is the Head of Design. All three of them work collaboratively and efficiently to deliver quality content formatted and presented in the best way possible. FT Weekend contains articles about international economic and political news, lifestyle, arts, home, marketing, etc. Currently, the newspaper has more than one million subscribers, and the number keeps growing every month.
The front pages always provide the most interesting and important articles a reader will find between the pages. The colour of the newspaper is salmon-pink, which is prominent for the Financial Times. At the Publishing Congress, Alec, Alan, and Kevin will talk about the main strategies they use that seem to have worked wonders for the growth of FT Weekend’s consumers. Today, it’s being released in 15 countries, and the total number of subscribers exceeds one million. 

Gabor Steingart

Media Pioneer’s team is huge. There are more than 20 enthusiastic and professional journalists, graphic designers, correspondents, and producers. Gabor Steingart is the face standing behind the formation of Media Pioneer. He is also an editor of Steingart’s Morning Briefing. In the period between 2013 and 2018, he was a managing director and co-partner of the Handelsblatt Media Group.

The journalist who has more than 20 years of experience truly believes that digital media will not take the place of traditional paper magazines, tabloids, and newsletters. He states it all comes to a person’s way of thinking; it’s not about where you’ll get your information, but rather about how you’ll perceive it. Media Pioneer relies on innovation and curiosity, rather than ideology. The company’s relation with readers is quite strong, and their opinion is of great importance to them. ThePioneer’s team’s main goal is to reject advertising and to help people gain knowledge on various themes.

Bottomline

These eleven professionals will share their experience, thoughts, strategies, and predictions for the future of the media industry. There will be, of course, other specialists that will join the discussion and will  put emphasis on crucial factors concerning publishing. 

Hundreds of individuals will present their ideas and will debate on numerous topics related to newspapers, magazines, broadcasting, podcasts, etc. Any guest of the European Publishing Congress will gain considerable knowledge and will benefit from the various talks that will take place. 
At the event, many professionals and companies will receive special awards. The European Magazine Award allows any media company that creates content-driven products to participate in the contest. Some of the categories include:

	European Magazine of the Year
	European Newcomer of the Year
	Economy
	Lifestyle, Fashion, and Beauty
	Business Model
	Audience Marketing
	Indie
	Special Interest


The European Digital Publishing Award is another category that welcomes all media companies to join the contest. Five of the most prominent categories are European Digital Publishing Platform of the Year, European Start-Up of the Year, Digital Storytelling, Editorial Concept, and Cross-Media Approach. Another contest that will take place is the European Newspaper Award, which is organized by Norbert Küpper, who will also be one of the main speakers at the European Publishing Congress. 

And, last but not least, content creators will have the opportunity to apply for the The European Corporate Media Award. This category is entirely oriented towards content marketing and features several categories. European Content Creator of the Year and European Content Innovator of the Year are the most prestigious ones. They’re followed by B2B Client Publishing, B2C Consumer Publishing, IR-related Publishing, HR-related Publishing, and more.

Feel free to get your tickets directly through the European Publishing Congress website. All you need to do is enter the number of tickets you wish to receive and then add them to your cart. The procedure takes no more than a few seconds. The event begins at 9:30am on June 15, 2021, and is planned to continue until 16pm.
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